**Plants, cont.**

* Trees by Miriam Frost, Wright Group (Red) *
* Vegetables and How They Grow by Eliza Robbins Rosen (upper emergent)*
* We Can Eat a Rainbow by Anne Miranda, McGraw-Hill (K-1)
* What Does a Garden Need? by Judy Nayer, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*
* What Grows Here? by Santina Bruni, National Geographic, Windows on Literacy (emergent)*

**Problem Solving**

* A Little Bit of Change by Lucy Floyd, Harcourt (Level 2)
* Adding It up at the Zoo by Judy Nayer, Pebble Books, Capstone Press
* Ant Friends by Fay Robinson, Harcourt (Level 1)
* Bake Sale by Mona Lee & Kathryn Corbett, Harcourt (Level 1)
* Bears Can Share by Betsy Franco, Harcourt (Level 1)
* Clean Up Day by Linda Cave, Harcourt (Level 2)
* Emmas Flowers by Jane Manners, Harcourt (Level 2)
* Everyone Uses Math by Bonnie Beers, Pebble Books, Capstone Press
* Getting to Sleep by Rozanne Lanczak Williams, Harcourt (Level 2)
* How Do You Lift a Lion? by Robert E. Wells, Albert Whitman & Company
* Larry’s New Mitt by Linda Cave, Harcourt (Level 2)
* No Fair! by Caren Holtzman, Scholastic
* Recess Races by Betsy Franco, Harcourt (Level 2)
* Shoes by Fay Robinson, Harcourt (Level 1)
* Where Are the Seeds? by Pauline Cartwright, Wright Group (Orange)*
* Wonderful Wheat by Margaret Mooney, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (emergent)*
* Wood by Kate McGough, National Geographic (emergent)*

* Teacher Favorites